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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new approach called Kinematics Differential Evolution (kDE) to
model flexible biological molecules of different type and size through the rapid
identification of low-energy molecular conformations. One of the main benefits of our
proposed methodology is that a population of low-energy solutions is provided for
each tested molecular structure compared with a single low-energy solution usually
obtained by traditional molecular modeling approaches. This population includes a
number of different molecular conformations that attain similar low energy values and
hence correspond to an energetic state with high probability of occurrence. Results
show that the kDE model provides a set of molecular structures comparable to those
obtained by traditional molecular dynamics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Bionanotechnology research has been revolutionizing many important scientific fields ranging from
engineering to medicine. This molecular scale technology has the potential of developing smaller and
more efficient devices with new capabilities that include diagnosis and treatment of diseases. To
understand the biological systems at the molecular level, there is a need to visualize the interactions
between molecules during the design stage so that fully functional nanoscale products can be
evaluated prior to actual fabrication. A main requirement for enabling the visualization of molecular
interactions is the understanding and effective modeling of molecules’ behavior. Molecules are very
flexible and can adopt many molecular conformations (or shapes). The major challenge in modeling
flexible molecules (or their conformations) lies on the exponential explosion in computational
complexity as the molecular size increases and a large number of degrees of freedom (DOF) must be
considered to represent the molecules’ flexibility.

An appropriate optimization method is essential for directing the search towards low-energy
(stable) molecular conformations. Locating the global or even local low-energy conformations for
large-scale molecules such as proteins is a highly challenging task given the multitude of potential
conformations. A range of stochastic search algorithms have been proposed that include: Cartesian
coordinate stochastic search [27], internal coordinate Monte Carlo search [7], purely random searches
[12], [16], Monte Carlo search methods that utilize biased sampling [25], molecular dynamics,
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simulated annealing [18], [33], conformational space annealing, quantum annealing [11], [21], and
genetic algorithms [17], [30], [32], [35]. In addition, a limited number of simplified systematic search
algorithms such as tree search [15], [20], and eigenvector analysis like LMOD [19] and TORK [8]
methods have been proposed in an effort to address the combinatorial explosion problem by limiting
regions of the explored conformational space. However, it is difficult to identify an optimum method
for the molecular conformational search problem as the criteria and objectives by which the methods
were assessed vary considerably amongst the studies. Nevertheless, when stochastic methods are
compared with systematic approaches, the stochastic search methods tend to be more efficient in
identifying low-energy conformations early in the search but are less efficient in finding the global
minimum structure. In contrast, full systematic searches of conformational space suffer from the
combinatorial explosion problem that makes them unsuitable for large-scale molecules.

Stochastic methods appear to be extremely useful for identifying relatively low-energy
conformation(s) of large molecules with minimal computational expense. Current stochastic molecular
conformational search approaches like molecular dynamics (MD) utilize Force Fields such as CHARMM
to calculate the molecular energy. Then, an optimization algorithm like Monte Carlo (MC) and
simulated annealing is used to direct the search for low-energy molecular conformations in small time
steps. This results in a more accurate but slow progress towards the search of a low-energy molecular
conformation. MD methods require significant computer resources and are primarily used to study the
behavior of conformations at the vicinity of an optimum state [32]. Traditional MD packages such as
CHARMM and NAMD start from a fixed biological structure, which is later minimized to a low-energy
state. At the end of the MD energy minimization, a potential low-energy molecular state is predicted
for researchers to test during molecular design. This predicted molecular conformation is then
incrementally heated to the desired temperature (room or body temperature), followed by an
equilibration process to bring the predicted solution closer to its natural equilibrium state. The
objective is to identify solutions in an energetic state with high probability of occurrence.

A few general observations amongst the stochastic methods are that evolutionary-based methods
tend to outperform simulated annealing [22], [31] and MC [10] whereas the quantum annealing method
outperforms both simulated annealing and genetic algorithms [21] for small molecules containing up
to 100 atoms. To address the molecular conformational search problem for large-scale molecules like
proteins, this research work focuses on evolutionary computation to direct the search towards low-
energy minima.

The optimization of molecular geometry through molecular mechanics was one of the very first
applications of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) in chemistry. EAs have shown good results in large-scale
problems where other methods have struggled [32], [35]. In addition, EAs are parallel algorithms by
nature, can handle both continuous and discrete variables, and are easily tailored to the problem
under consideration. Many modifications to EAs have been proposed to improve the solution quality
and to speed convergence. One of the most successful EAs for solving real-valued energy functions is
Differential Evolution (DE), initially proposed by [26], [28]. DE is a population based stochastic
function minimizer that adds the weighted difference between two individual vectors to a third vector
(or donor). Recently, DE has been used for addressing the problem of flexible ligand docking where
the algorithm showed robustness and remarkable performance in terms of convergence speed [9], [29],
[30], [35]. Chong and Tremayne [9] presented a new DE algorithm based on Cultural Evolution
concepts called CDE to study the structural search for small molecules. Bitello and Lopes [2] used a
DE algorithm to solve the protein folding problem. Their approach was consistent in finding the global
minimum for relatively small-sized proteins of up to 64 amino acids and performed better than a
classic GA.

This paper presents a Kinematics Differential Evolution (kDE) approach to model flexible
biological molecules of different type and size, and to rapidly identify a population of low-energy
molecular conformations. Each molecular structure is represented as a highly articulated body to
enable rapid modeling of flexibility while a differential evolution algorithm is used as an optimization
tool to direct the search towards low-energy minima. The proposed kDE approach is compared against
traditional MD packages such as CHARMM. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces the basis of the differential evolution algorithm used in the proposed kDE approach.
Section 3 presents the proposed kDE method. Computer implementation and results are provided in
Section 4 followed by the conclusions in Section 5.
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2 DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION (DE) ALGORITHM

A Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm based on the concepts by [13], [26], [28] is used to direct the
search towards low energy molecular conformations. The DE algorithm has been presented in our
previous work [6], [23], [24] to address the problem of UAV path planning. The DE algorithm is a
relatively simple to implement evolutionary algorithm that has shown better convergence performance
compared to other EAs. Differential Evolution embodies a type of evolutionary strategy (ES) especially
formed to deal with continuous optimization problems often encountered in engineering design.

The classic DE algorithm evolves a fixed population size that consists of randomly initialized
candidate problem solutions (population members or chromosomes). After initializing the population,
an iterative process starts to direct the search towards more fit population members. At each iteration
(or generation), a new population of candidate solutions is produced until a stopping condition is
satisfied. At each generation, each element (member) of the population can be replaced with a new
generated one. The new element is a linear combination between a randomly selected population
member and a difference between two other randomly selected members. Below is the analytical
description of the algorithm:

Given an objective function:

RRXF paramn
objective :)( (2.1)

the goal is to minimize the objective function value by optimizing the values of its parameters (design
variables) as follows:

Rx),x,...,x,x(X jnparam
∈21 (2.2)

where X denotes the vector composed of paramn objective function parameters (design variables). The

design variables jx take values between the specific upper and lower bounds, U
jx and L

jx , respectively:

x j
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U , j  1,...,nparam (2.3)

The DE algorithm implements real-number encoding for the design variables. Often, the only
information available are the boundaries of the parameters. Hence, to obtain a starting point for the
algorithm, we initialize the population by randomly assigning values to the design variables within
their boundaries as follows:
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where 0
i,jx is the jth design parameter of the ith population member of generation 0, r is a uniformly

distributed random value within the range [0, 1].
The DE mutation operator is based on a triplet of randomly selected individuals that are different

from each other. A new parameter vector is generated by adding the weighted difference vector
between the two members of the triplet to the third one (the donor). In this way, a perturbed
individual is generated. The perturbed individual and the initial population member are then
subjected to a crossover operation to generate the final candidate solution as follows:
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where )(
,

G
jci

x is called the “donor”, G is the current generation, and k is a random integer within

[1, paramn ], chosen once for all members of the population. The random number r is seeded for every

gene of each chromosome. F and rC are DE control parameters, which remain constant during the

search process and affect the convergence behavior and robustness of the algorithm. Their values also
depend on the objective function, the characteristics of the problem, and the population size.

The population for the next generation is selected between the current population and the final
candidates. If each candidate vector is more fit than the corresponding current one, the new vector
replaces the vector against which it was compared. The DE selection scheme for a minimization
problem is described as follows:
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In this research work, the improved scheme by [13] for determining the donor for the mutation
operation is used to accelerate the convergence rate. In this scheme, the donor is randomly selected
(with uniform distribution) from the region within the “hyper triangle”, formed by the three members
of the triplet. The donor comprises the local information of all the members of the triplet, providing a
better starting-point for the mutation operation that result in a better distribution of the trial-vectors.
One of the major characteristics of DE algorithm is the deterministic selection procedure, utilizing a
comparison between each member of the current population with its candidate replacement. This
deterministic selection procedure introduces elitism and results in a high selection pressure, which
considerably accelerates the convergence rate of the optimization procedure. The mutation and
crossover operators retain the diversity of the population, with a proper selection of their control
parameters, avoiding premature convergence to local optima. DE has the advantage of requiring
relatively small population sizes compared to other EAs. However, in this work, relatively large
populations have been used to provide a wide range of different but equivalent optimal solutions,
which correspond to similar values of the fitness function.

3 THE PROPOSED KINEMATICS DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION (KDE) APPROACH

kDE

Fitness Function
Evaluation

Update Molecular
Conformations

Input molecular
conformation

Create
AtomGroupsRead DOF

DE
Algorithm

yes

max_gen
reached?

no

Stop

Read
Chromosomes

Initialize

DE-loop

Pre-computation

Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed kDE model.

Fig. 1 shows the overview of the proposed Kinematics-based Differential Evolution (kDE) model that
consists of two modules: the pre-computation and the DE-loop. During pre-computation, a molecule is
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represented as a highly articulated body that can adopt different conformations. The kDE model starts
with a random molecular conformation where the DOF of the molecular structure are defined to form
groups of atoms. During the DE-loop, a differential evolution algorithm is used to direct the search
towards low-energy molecular conformations and to provide a population of alternative low-energy
solutions.

3.1 Pre-computation Module

At the pre-computation module, a geometric interpretation of the underlying chemical information is
performed to represent the molecules’ flexibility mechanism. Each molecular structure is represented
as a highly articulated body able to adopt different molecular conformations while searching for a low-
energy molecular state.

3.1.1 A Geometric Interpretation of Molecular Mechanics

Molecules are highly flexible bodies that tend to adopt different conformations until they reach a
stable molecular state that is described by the minimum possible internal energy. This energy is a
complex function composed of different energy factors that depict the interactions between the
bonded and non-bonded atoms within the molecular topology. As shown by Equation (8), one of the
major energy contributors are the non-bonded atoms’ interactions as depicted by the van der Waals
(VDW) potential and electrostatic forces, and discussed in our previous work [3],[4]:
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where ijB and ijA are the VDW repulsion and attraction parameters, respectively; ijr is the distance

between every exclusive non-bonded atom pair i and j; iq and jq are atom’s i and j charges,

respectively; k is a factor to convert the electrostatic potential into kcal/mol and is defined as 322.0
kcal/mol; and D is the dielectric constant, which is defined as a function of the intra-atomic distances
and is defined as in [34], [35] as ijrD  4 .

From a geometric point of view, a molecule can be modeled as an articulated body with at least six
degrees of freedom (DOF): three translational and three rotational. Some of the chemical bonds within
a molecular structure have the ability to rotate along their own axis by a torsion angle i that

accounts for an additional DOF as shown in Fig. 2. Changes in bond angles and bond lengths also
influence the molecular conformation but will be considered constant in this work as they do not
change the molecular conformation significantly. Therefore, a molecular conformation is defined in
this work as changes in the torsion bonds i .
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Fig. 2: Example of a small molecule as an articulated body.

3.1.2 Molecular Modeling

A ligand or drug-like molecule is a small molecular structure that usually consists of at most 50 atoms.
Ligand molecules may contain rings of atoms as shown in Fig. 3(a). Rings are considered rigid during
modeling as the location of the ring atoms does not change with respect to each other. Therefore,
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torsion can be assumed everywhere within a ligand’s topology except within the rings and within
double- and triple-bonded atoms, which correspond to stronger chemical bonds.

Fig. 3: Examples of different ligand and protein molecules.

Fig. 4: Degrees of freedom within a hypothetical protein segment.

Proteins are chains of smaller molecular entities called amino acids. A protein can be considered as a
polypeptide chain characterized by the amino acid sequence along the chain in order as analyzed in
our previous work [4]. A protein molecule may contain one chain or multiple chains as shown in Fig.
3(b). In contrast to ligand modeling, proteins consist of hundreds or thousands of atoms with
hundreds or even thousands of DOF. Torsion changes can occur anywhere within a protein’s topology,
except within rings and double- and triple-bonded atoms. In this work, torsions within a protein’s
backbone (chain) are not considered. Changes in torsions are assumed only between the central carbon
atom of a protein’s backbone (CA) and a side chain atom (CB) or within the side chain atoms as shown
in Fig. 4. Furthermore, torsions at the end of each side chain are neglected (i.e., the bond between CD
and OE1 atoms in Fig. 4) since they do not contribute significantly to the molecular conformation.

When a protein molecule contains more than one chain as shown in Fig. 5(a), an artificial rigid
bond is introduced between the closest residue-pair of the chains. This artificial bond is used to
simulate the electrostatic forces that keep the chains in contact and should be created in the least
flexible region of the protein to avoid the risk of breaking its structure. For example, the least flexible
region in the 1NS1 protein shown in Fig. 5(a) is the area between the first helixes of the two chains as
shown in Fig. 5(b). However, an artificial bond should not be placed arbitrarily between any residue-
pair within the 1st helices but between the closest possible residue-pair as shown by the circle in Fig. 6.
Moreover, the selected residue pair should have the same polarity. In other words, the closest residues
that are both hydrophobic, polar or ionized would be good candidates for placing an artificial rigid
bond.
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(a) 1NS1 protein with two chains (b) Blue: 1st helix of chain A and
red: 1st helix of chain B

Fig. 5: Structure representation of protein with PDB ID: 1NS1 displayed using VMD molecular graphics
software [14].

Fig. 6: Closest residue-pair between the first helices of the two chains of the 1NS1 protein.

3.1.3 Simplifying the Molecular Representation

As shown in Fig. 7, a flexible biological molecule is modeled as an articulated body with the torsion
bonds )2,0[∈ i , accounting for the DOF. To reduce the computational complexity of a molecular

structure, atoms of a molecule are clustered into AtomGroups based on the approach by [36]. Based
on the location of the torsion bonds, atoms are clustered into AtomGroups. In other words, all the
atoms within an AtomGroup are connected by rigid bonds while AtomGroups are connected by torsion
bonds as shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b).

As shown in Fig. 7(c), if the tested molecular structure is a protein molecule, then an additional
step within the kDE algorithm is performed to split the backbone atom cluster (or clusters in the case
of multiple chain proteins) into smaller AtomGroups. The purpose of this additional step is to
decrease the computational time for updating the atoms’ positions after torsion changes have
occurred. The size of these AtomGroups is based on a threshold defined by the maximum number of
atoms allowed within each atom cluster. By splitting a backbone cluster, a flexible AtomGroup (i.e.,
the green-pink sphere in Fig. 7(c)) is obtained along with a number of rigid AtomGroups (i.e., the six
pink/dashed-line spheres shown in Fig. 7(c)). The splitting of the backbone group eliminates
calculations within and between the rigid groups since the atomic distances remain unchanged
between and within these groups.
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123

Fig. 7: Simplifying the representation for a ligand and a protein.

3.2 DE-loop Module

Once the different AtomGroups have been formed in the pre-computation module, the kDE model
employs the DE algorithm presented in Section 2 to direct the search towards low-energy molecular
conformations. As shown in Fig. 1, an initialization file is input to the DE-loop. This file denotes the
total number of design variables along with their upper and lower bounds and the maximum and
minimum expected fitness function values. For each molecule tested, the initialization file is input to
the kDE only once at the beginning of the DE-loop.

3.2.1 DE Basic Components

Two steps are required in the DE loop: formulate the chromosome structure and define the fitness
function. Each chromosome structure through the defined genotype represents a candidate solution to
the problem under consideration, whereas the chromosome genes represent the design variables.
Hence, to direct the search towards low-energy molecular conformations, the chromosome for the
proposed kDE model should represent a candidate molecular conformation. The simplest possible
chromosome structure for describing a molecular conformation is to consider each gene to be a
degree of freedom or in our case, a torsion bond angle i as shown in Fig. 8:

total 21

Fig. 8: The proposed chromosome structure.

The fitness function (ff) plays the role of the evaluation criterion for each candidate solution. In this
work, to evaluate the fitness of each candidate chromosome (molecular conformation), we use the total
non-bonded atoms’ potential as described by the VDW and electrostatic forces as follows:
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where ijB , ijA , ijr , iq and jq are defined as in Section 3.1.1.

3.2.2 DE-loop Description

At the beginning of the DE-loop, the chromosome files are input to the kDE model to define a
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population of candidate problem solutions (molecular conformations). Each population member,
corresponding to a candidate molecular conformation, is described as a function of the torsion bond
angles i as shown in Fig. 8. The DE algorithm evolves a fixed population size (popsize) composed of

candidate problem solutions (population members or chromosomes), randomly initialized. After
initializing the population, an iterative process starts to direct the search towards better fitted
population members or stable molecular solutions. At each generation (iteration), a new population of
candidate solutions (conformations) is produced until a stopping criterion is satisfied. In this work, the
termination criterion is the maximum allowed number of generations performed (maxgen). At each

generation, each population member (candidate molecular conformation) can be replaced with a new
generated one. The new member is a linear combination between a randomly selected member (the
donor) and the difference between two other randomly selected members. Genetic operators (mutation,
crossover, and selection) are applied to provide the next generation of better fitted candidate problem
solutions (molecular conformations).

4 COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

The presented method and algorithms have been implemented on a dual 3.0 GHz CPU workstation
using Visual C++ and Visual Basic programming languages. Different molecules with different number
of atoms, chains, and DOF have been tested with the proposed kDE approach. The example molecules
were obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [1] with PDB IDs as follows: 1DO3 and 1NS1. Fig. 9
shows some of the tested molecules, graphically displayed using the VMD package [14].

Fig. 9: Example of protein molecules tested with the proposed kDE approach.

The termination criterion for the 1DO3 protein was set to maxgen = 500 generations performed and
popsize = 100 candidate molecular conformations (population members) considered in each
generation. For the 1NS1 protein, given the large number of DOF considered in each experimental
scenario, maxgen was set to 600 generations and 300 population members used as popsize. Finally, the
DE’s control parameters used in all experiments were F = 0.6 for the mutation parameter, and Cr =
0.45 for the crossover probability. Tab. 1 shows a representative list of the performance analysis for
the proposed kDE approach on two example protein molecules. As shown in Tab. 1, the first column
indicates the PDB IDs for the tested molecules. The second column specifies the number of atoms
within each molecular structure and the third column shows the DOF considered in each scenario. The
pre-selected DOF for each experiment are the chemically-allowed DOF for the protein except those in
the protein’s backbone, which are not considered in this work.
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Proteins Number DOF E_nmr E_kDE T (s)

Atoms (kcal/mol) (kcal/mol)

9 -2,401.89 189/500 2.55

22 -2,407.06 182/500 2.62

36 -2,404.90 211/500 2.58

42 -4,363.91 156/600 2.3

58 -4,364.77 168/600 2.27

98 -4,362.78 138/600 2.26

-876.33

1NS1 2,342 -1126.35

1DO3 2,466

Conv.

Gener.

Tab. 1: Performance results for the proposed kDE model.

To evaluate the kDE approach, we compared our results with the NMR structures published in the
Protein Data Bank [1]. Using Eqn. (3.1), the non-bonded intra-molecular energy for each NMR structure
(E_nmr) was calculated and compared against the predicted non-bonded internal energy (E_kDE) by the
proposed kDE algorithm. As shown in Tab. 1, the kDE approach succeeded to converge to a much
smaller energy value compared to the corresponding energy of the NMR structure for all the performed
experiments. It was observed that when the electrostatic potential is included into the energy
calculation, the predicted energy values are significantly smaller compared with those obtained by
using only the VDW interactions [5]. This phenomenon occurs since all the incorporated intra-
molecular energy terms (i.e., VDW and electrostatic potential) are an approximation of a molecule’s
potential energy and not the molecule’s free energy, which requires entropy calculations, among other.

min 0.024 0.065 0.159 0.035 0.036 0.023

max 9.000 22.000 36.000 42.000 58.000 98.000

average 0.451 0.868 1.414 1.111 1.481 2.384

DOF 9 22 36 42 58 98

RMSD Molecules

1DO3 1NS1

Tab. 2: RMSD performance of the proposed kDE model.

To verify the structure of the predicted molecular solutions obtained with the kDE approach, the
solutions were evaluated with the corresponding NMR structures using the Root Mean Square Deviation
(RMSD) in Angstroms. Generally, RMSD values below or near 3.0 Å indicate closer resemblance between
observed and predicted structures. As shown in Tab. 2, the kDE algorithm succeeded to identify
structures with average RMSD values in the range of 0.451 to 2.384 for the tested proteins. This
indicates that the kDE approach predicted solutions that are structurally very similar to the
corresponding NMR structures.

The sixth column (Conv.Gener.) in Tab. 1 indicates the generation where the proposed kDE
algorithm converged. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the convergence performance of the kDE approach
considering different DOF for 1DO3 and 1NS1 proteins, respectively. As shown in these figures, the
proposed algorithm demonstrates a good convergence performance. This is very important given that
one of the main drawbacks in an evolutionary-based algorithm is the convergence uncertainty.
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Fig. 10: Convergence performance of the proposed kDE algorithm for 1DO3 protein considering
different DOF.
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Fig. 11: Convergence performance of the proposed kDE algorithm for 1NS1 protein considering
different DOF.

The convergence performance of the kDE algorithm was tested when both the VDW and electrostatic
interactions were considered and when only the VDW forces were considered as shown in Fig. 12. As
shown in this figure, when the electrostatic potential becomes part of the energy minimization process,
the kDE algorithm identifies the low-energy minima earlier in the search and converges slightly faster
to a much smaller energy value. In addition, when both the VDW and electrostatic terms are included
into the energy function, the RMSD values for the predicted structures are much smaller and hence,
closer to their corresponding NMR structure.
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(a) 1NS1, 58 DOF with VDW energy only
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(b) 1NS1, 58 DOF with both VDW and electrostatic energy

Fig. 12: Convergence performance of the proposed kDE algorithm for 1NS1 protein with different
energy terms.

One of the main benefits of the kDE algorithm is that it outputs a final population of low-energy
solutions for each tested molecule. This final population contains a large number of different
molecular conformations that attain similar low-energy values for researchers to test during molecular
design. The more solutions identified in a predicted energetic state, the higher probability of
occurrence this energetic state has. Hence, the kDE succeeded in predicting energetic states with high
occurrence probability. The low-energy solutions identified by the kDE algorithm can then be
structurally clustered to identify those closest to their corresponding NMR structure.

Proteins

Structure NMR Minimized NMR Minimized NMR Minimized NMR Minimized

Enb -2,996.07 -6,494.56 -2,315.11 -4,616.84 -1,126.35 -4,362.78 -876.33 -2,404.89

∆Enb

RMSD 3.50 1.46 0.02 0.16

1DO3 1NS1 1DO3

-3,498.49 -2,301.73 -3,236.43 -1,528.56

CHARMM kDE

1NS1

Tab. 3: Comparison of the proposed kDE approach with a traditional MD package.

To evaluate and validate the kDE approach, the predicted results were compared against the CHARMM
MD package. For comparison, CHARMM was run under the same conditions as the kDE model with no
solvent environment and only considering torsion angles as the pre-selected degrees of freedom. As
shown in Tab. 3, although CHARMM and kDE started from a different energetic state and ended-up in a
different minimized energetic state, both models have approximately the same change in non-bonded
energy. For example, for 1NS1 protein, kDE,nbCHARMM,nb E..E   433236493498 . However, the kDE

approach outputs solutions that are significantly closer to their corresponding NMR structure
compared with the solution predicted by CHARMM (i.e., for 1NS1 protein

53020 .RMSD.RMSD CHARMMkDE  ). Additionally, the kDE approach is able to predict a population of

alternative low-energy molecular conformations for researchers to test during molecular design,
whereas the CHARMM MD package outputs a single molecular conformation.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a new Kinematics-based Differential Evolution (kDE) model to effectively identify
a population of low-energy molecular conformations for molecular design. The proposed model
consists of two modules: the pre-computation and the DE-loop. At the pre-computation module, a
molecule is represented as a highly articulated body able to adopt different molecular conformations.
At the DE-loop, a differential evolution algorithm is used as a direct search technique towards low-
energy molecular conformations. Computer implementation and results demonstrate that the
proposed kDE approach rapidly and accurately finds a population of low-energy molecular
conformations for structures of different type and size. Results also show that the kDE algorithm
attains very good convergence performance while it outputs a population of alternative low-energy
solutions for researchers to test during molecular design. A comparison of our proposed kDE approach
with CHARMM MD package demonstrates that both methods predict approximately the same change in
non-bonded energy, whereas the kDE approach provides structures that are closer to the
corresponding NMR structure. The proposed kDE approach can be used in the modeling of flexible
molecules for molecular docking and assembly applications.
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